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Introduction
The application of GIS in Historical research is a relatively new field. Recently, however, there exist several examples of the utilization of GIS for the analysis of historical data.
Spanish High Council for Scientific Research (CSIC) is leading the international project DynCoopNet (Dynamic Complexity of Cooperation-Based, Self-Organizing
Networks in the Global First Age. TECT-EUROCORES PROGRAMME of the European Science Foundation).
The decision of creating a Geographic Information System (GIS) to handle such great volume of heterogeneous information from the DynCoopNet project was based on the data´s
spatio-temporal component. For this purpose it has been neccesary the creation of a DATA MODEL for the analysis and representation of networks of cooperation on the routes of
the Hispanic Monarchy of the First Global Age(1500-1800).
GIS Data Model
Some Results
The model provides an ideal framework for study the dynamics cooperation, by






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We are able to study spatial characteristics by means of GIS, using the geographic
component of the model, e.g. kernel density representing the maritime port traffic.
